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frolll the moral education that was supposed to be the family's special
responsibility in this democracy. Actually, the moral teaching was the
religious teaching. There was no abstract doctrine. The things one was
supposed to do, the sense that the world supported then and mnisheJ
disobedience, were all incarnated ill the Biblical stories. The loss of the
gripplIlg IIlner I e vouc Isa e those who were nurtured by the Bible IIIl1St
be pril __ '. __ __ . ut~d not to our schools or political life, out to the
family which, with all its righ-is to l;rivaC)', las proved ullable to maintain
any content of its OWII. The dreariness of the family's spiritual landscape
passes belief. It is as monochrome and unrelated to those who pass
through it as are the barren steppes fre uented b nomads who take their
mere subsistence and move 011. The delicate fabric of the civilizatioll III ()

which the successive generaliolls are woven has unraveled, and child[(.:n
are raised, 110t educated.THEo F
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television enters not only the room, but also the tastes of old and young'
alike, appealing to the immediately pleasant and s~ting whatever docs

\~ not conform to it. Nietzsche said the newspaper had replaced the prayer
[JJ..t. in the life of the modern bourgeois, meaning that the busy, the cheap,

the ephemeral, had usurped all that remained of e eternal in his daily
life. Now television has replaced the newspaper. It is not so much the ow
quality of the fare provided that is trou mg. t is much more the difficulty
of imagining any order of taste, any way of life with pleasures and learning
that naturally fit the lives of the family's members, keeping itself distinct
from the popular culture and resisting the visions of what is admirable and
interesting with which they are bombarded from within the household
itself.

~T1h~e~i~n~lP~r~ov~e~dre~uj(c:aatitiO'on~oJftt1j;;le~va;;siitliYyteixi);paairi(l red-micJtjHe-ehtsrirrt1ilce
last halkentury has also weakened the family's authority. Almost every
one in the middle class has a college degree, and most have an advanced
degree of some kind. Those of us who can look back to the humble ~tations
of our parents or grandparents, who never saw the inside of an institutioll ,
of higher ~earniilg.' can have cause for self-congratulation. But-incvitably l
but-the ImpreSSion that our general populace is better educatcd dcpcnds .
on an ambiguity in the meaning of the word education, or a fudging of
the distinction between liberal and technical education. A highly traincd
computer specialist need not have had any more learning about morals,
politics or religion than the most ignorant of persons. All to the contrary,
his narrow education, with the prejudices and the pride accompanying it,
and its literature which comes to be and passes away in a day and uncriti
cally accepts the premises of current wisdom, can cut him off from the
liberal learnin t simpler folk used to absorb from a "ariel of tradi-

. tional sources. It is not evil en 0 me la someone whose regular rca( IIIg

consists of Time, Playboy and Scielltific Americdll has any profounder
wisdom about the world than the rural schoolboy of yore with hi~

McGuffey's reader. M/hcn a youngster like Lincoln sought to educate
himself, the immediately available obvious things for him to learn wcre
the Bible, Shakespeare and Euclid. \Vas he really worse off than those who
try to find their way through the technical smorgasbord of the current
school system, with its utter inability to distinguish between important
and unimportant in any way other than by the demands of the market?
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transitory togetherness. People sup together la her, travel to-

j:",..Jgether, but they do not think together. Har~ly any hom~s h.ave any
mtellectuallife whatsoever, et alone one that mforms the vital mterests
of life. Educational TV marks the high tide for family intellectual life.

1; The cause of this decay of the family's traditional role as the trans-
mitter of tradition is the same as that of the decay of the humanities:
nobody believes that the old books do, or even could, contain the truth.
So boo Slave ecome, at est, cu ure, I.e., oring. As Tocquevi e put
it, in a democracy tradition is nothing more than information. \Vith the
"information explosion," tradition has become superfluous. As soon as
tradition has come to be recognized as tradition, it is dead, something to
which lip service is paid in the vain hope of edifying the kids. In the
United States, prachca y speaking, tIe Bi e was the only common cul
ture, one that united simple and sophisticated, rich and poor, young and

~ old, and-as the very model for a vision of the order of the whole of
\ things, as well as the key to the rest of Western art, the greatest works

of which were in one way or another responsive to the Bible-provided
access to the seriousness of books. With its gradual and inevitable disap
pearance, the very idea of such a total book ~nd Ule possibility and
necessit of world-explanation is disappearing And fathers and mothers
have lost the idea that the hig lest aspiration they might have for their

\0 children is for them to be wise-as priests, prophets or philosophers are
wise. S ecialized competence and success are all that they can imagine.
Contrary to what is common y t oug It, Wit lOut t Ie 00 even t le i ea
of the order of the whole is lost.

Parents do not-have the legal or moral authority they had in the Old
\Vorld, They lack self-confidence as educators of their children, gener
ously believing that they will be better than their parents, not only in
well-being, but in moral, bodily and intellectual virtue. There is always a
more or less open belief in progress, which means the past appears poor
and contemptible. The future, which is open-ended, cannot be prescribed
to by parents, and it eclipses the past which they know to be inferior.

Along WIt 1 Ie constant newness 0 everyt ling an the ceaseless
\l moving from place to place, first radio, then television, have assaulted and

overturned the privacy of the horne, the real American privacy, which
permitte t Ie eve 0 ment 0 a higher and more independent life within.
democratic society. Parents can no onger control the atmosphere of the
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their children much more than that they want them to be happy and fulfill
whatever potential they may have, values are such pallid things. \Vhat are
they and how are they co'mmunicated? The courses in "value-clarifica
tion" springing up in schools are supposed to provide models for parents
and get children to talk about abortion, sexism or the arms race, issues the
significance of which they cannot possibly understand. Such education is
little more than propaganda, and propaganda that does not work, because
the opinions or values arrived at are will-o'-the-wisps, insubstantial, with
out ground in experience or passion, which are the bases of moral reason
ing. Such "values" will inevitably change as public opinion changes. The
new moral education has none of the genius that engenders moral instinct
or second nature, the prerequisite not only of character but also of
hought. Actually, the family's moral training now comes down to incul

cating the bare minima of social behavior, not lying or stealing, an
pro uces UlllverSI y s u en s 10 can say nothing more a ou Ie ground
of their moral action than "If I did that to him, he could do it to me"
-an explanation which does not even satisfy those who utter it.

This gradual stilling of the old political and religious echoes in the
souls of the young accounts for the difference betwecn thc studcnts I
knew at thc beginning of my tcaching carcer and thosc I facc now. Thc
loss of the books has madc them narrower and (lattcr. Narrower because
they lack what is most necessary, a real basis for discontent with thc
present and awareness that there arc alternatives to it. They are both more
contented with what is and despairing of ever escaping from it. The
longing for the beyond has been attenuated. The very models of admira
tion and contempt have vanished. Flatter, because without inter reta
tions of things, without thc poetr or the ima ination's activit' heir souls
are likc mirrors, not 0 nature, but of what is around. The rcfinemcnt of
the mind's eye that permits it to sec the delicate distinctions among mcn,
among their deeds and their motives, and constitutes real taste, is impossi
blc without the assistance of literature in the grand style.

o lcre is ess soi in w lic I ulllverslty teac ling can take root, less
of the enthusiasm and curiosity of young Claucon in Plato's Republic.
whose eros makes him imagine that there are splcndid satisfactions in
store for him about which he does not wish to be fooled and for knowledgc
of which he seeks a teacher. It is much more difficult today to attach the
classic books to any expericnce or felt need the students havc.
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Ie mora e lIcation that is t ay supposed to be the great responsi
bility of the family cannot exist if it cannot present to the imagination
of the young a vision of a moral cosmos and of the rewards and punish
ments for good and evil, sublime speeches that accompany and interpret
deeds, protagonists and antagonists in the drama of moral choice, a sense
of the stakes involved in such choice, and the despair that results when
the world is "disenchanted." Otherwise, education becomes the vain
attempt to give children "values." Beyond the fact that parents do not
know what they believe, and surely do not have the self-confidence to tell

satire. I am not saylllg anyt mg so tnte as 1a I e IS u er w en people
have myths to live by. I mean rather that a life based on the Book is closer
to the truth, thatit provides the material for deeper research in and access
to the real nature of things. Without the great re'velations, epics and
philosophies as part of our natural vision, there is nothing to see out there,
and eventually little left inside. The Bible is not the only means to furnish
a mind, hut without a book of similar gravity, read with the gravity of the

potential believer, it will remain unfurnished.

My grandparents were ignorant people by our standards, and my
grandfather held only lowly jobs. But their home was spiritually rich
because all the things done in it, not only what was specifically ritual,
found their origin in the Bible's commandments, and their explanation
in the Bible's stories and the commentaries on them, and had their
imaginative counterparts in the deeds of the myriad of exemplary heroes.
tvty grandparents found reasons for the existence of their family and the
fulfillment of their duties in serious writings, and they interpreted their
special sufferings with respect to a great and ennobling past. Their simple
faith and practices linked them to great scholars and thinkers who dealt
with the same material, not from outside or from an alien perspective, but
believing as.they did, while simply going deeper and providing guidance.
There was a respect for real learning, because it had a felt connection with
their lives. This is what a community and a history mean, a common
experience inviting high and low into a single body of belief.

I do not believe that my generation, my cousins who have been
educated in the American way, all of whom are M.D.s or Ph.D.s, have
~ com arable learning. When they talk about heaven and eart 1, e
re a Ions between men and women, parents and children, the human
condition I hear nothing but cliches, superficialities, the material of, .
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